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Olá Group! I am new to the group, although I had my tumor meningioma for 3 years. Like most of you, it was discovered by accident through another visit to the emergency for me. The first year I was a mess, because my sister had finished having two removed and ended up caressing / paralyzing and a very long recovery. I'm thinking a lot ... I do not
look forward to this journey god, but you chose my way. ... ... back so it was a little more than 2cm, but continued to grow and now until 4 more , 3 cm. I was graced without symptoms until now. It is located in the division membrane on both sides, then they told me that the surgery will be very difficult and possibly a very long rehabilitation. This was
from a local surgeon. Well, I called Mayo and that relieving and comfort listening to the words and as possible from Dr. Lanzino. I will be having craniotomy at the top of my head and possibly two entrances to face this annoying tumor on both sides of the membrane. He gave me this hope that will eventually take a normal life, but I still have to have
surgery. I decided to do this in February or March (perfect climate in Mn .. right ??? LOL) needs to get things in order. When I met this group, I went so happy, where I can read about other people with the same problems as self and surgery and live their lives. My question for all you are Ã ¢ â € £ | After surgery, did you travel home by car? Any
positive reasons for the unit instead of flying? I could charter a particular airplane (I have a friend who will give me a huge discount and also works with wings of mercy). I live in Michigan. Thoughts and maybe some idea about what my recovery will be as if everything runs as planned ??? Thanks for your comments and thank you all for helping a
Newby Pop and see what I'm going to look at. This makes some comfort and I'm sure I'll ask questions after surgery. I still wonder if I forget about it and ignore knowing that something is in my head will leave it â € £ | UghhhÃ ¢ â € € | No! Lol. Again, thank you very much. From Millennium - Jumping the Victorians to call Time Time Traveler
Teenagers, the term Time Travel often summons our most fantastic visions than it means to go through the fourth dimension. But it is clear that you do not need a horace machine or a chic earthworm hole for jaunt through the years. As you probably noticed, we are all constantly involved at the time of travel time. In their most basic level, time is the
change rate in the universe - and how or not, we are constantly passing through changes. We get older, the planets move around the sun, and things point themselves. We measured the passage of time in seconds, minutes, hours and years, but this does not mean streams of time at a constant rate. In fact, Einstein's theory of relativity determines that
time is not universal. Just like water on a river runs or slows depending on the size of the channel, weather flows at different rates in different places. In other words, time is relative. But what causes this fluctuation throughout our unidirectional walk of the berth to the tune? It all comes down to the relationship between time and space. Humans play
in the three spatial dimensions of length, width and depth. Time joins the party like this fourth crucial dimension. Time can not exist without space, and the space can not exist without time. The two exist as one: the container of the time of space. Any event that occurs in the universe has to involve both time-and-time space. In this article, let's look at
the real life, the all everyday time traveling in our universe, as well as some of the most fetched MÃ © dancing for the fourth dimension. We have established that time traveling for the future happens all the time. Scientists have proven this in experiments, and the It is a fundamental aspect of Einstein's theory of relativity. You will get to the future;
It's just a matter of how fast the trip will be. But what about the trip to the past? A look at the nightly sky should provide an answer. answer. The galley is approximately 100,000 light-years wide, so the light of its most distant stars can take thousands of thousands of years to reach the earth. Glimpse this light, and you are essentially looking for time.
When the astrakes measure the background radiation of clinics microwaves, they look back more than 10 billion years at a primordial clumsy age. But can we do better than that? There is nothing in Einstein theory that prevents time traveling to the past, but the premise premise of pushing a button and returning to yesterday violates the law of
causality, or cause and effect. An event happens in our universe, and leads to another in an endless chain of events. In all instances, the cause occurs before the effect. Just try to imagine a different reality, say, in which a murder vineyard dies from your shooting wound before being shot. Violates reality as we know; Thus, many scientists dispense
time in the past as an impossibility. Some scientists like Einstein's special relativity theory proposed the idea of using more fastested trips than light to return in time. After all, if the time slowed as an object approaches the speed of light, can then exceed this speed to flow back? Of course, as a closing object the speed of light, its relativistic mass
increases to the speed of light, becomes infinite. Accelerating a faster infinite mass than this is impossible. The warping speed technology could theoretically deceive the universal speed limit, propelling a spacing-time bubble throughout the universe, but even it would come with colossal and future energy costs. But if time traveling to the past and
the future depends less than speculative spatial propulsion technology and more about existing clinics phenomena? Set a course to the black hole. Photo Courtesy: Darren Lawrence / Unsplash going on his first solo trip is scary, but the countries of this list make the easy experience and worth it. Many travelers prioritize security, browseing breezy
and friendly sites. If you are one of these travelers, this list is perfect for you. Here are the best places to go to soil travelers for the first time. After visiting these countries, you'll be thinking, "I should have done it a long time!" Famous for its good wine, sandy beaches and soccer, Portugal is a great place for the individual trip for the first time. It is
difficult to resist historic cities, rich culture and beautiful and sunny weather. Photo Courtesy: Robin Inizan / Unsplash Portugal is safe and comfortable for tourists to lose. Accessible sites are known to help or talk to tourists. In addition, Portuguese love learning about other groups of people, who show in the variety of their museums. Voted one of the
most friendly places â € â € â € œThe world for visitors, Lisbon is where everyone goes. Wander the hills or cobbled streets. Check out the stunning architecture and growing arts scene. Some points of interest â € â € â € â €
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